
 

KIT PART NUMBER 6800066
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING A CAFÈ III/IV COFFEE GRIND 

CONSISTANCY SIEVE TESTER KIT

Read these instructions carefully before using the kit.
Keep these instructions for future reference.

You have been provided with a sieve tester to determine if the grind of your 
selected coffee is compatible with the Cafè III or Cafè IV brewer system.  In par-
ticular, the expected reliability of the brewer and paper cutter system can be esti-
mated based on the following measurement.

In addition to the enclosed sieve tester you will need a small gram scale to weigh
the various coffee samples.

1. Weigh out 20 grams of the coffee to be evaluated.

2. With the test sieve assembled to the lower pan (detail A), pour the coffee sample into the sieve 
tester.

3. Holding the sieve upright, gently shake the sieve left to right and tap the sieve on the table or 
counter until visibly only the coarse coffee grounds remain on the sieve screen (detail B).

4. Weigh the coffee collected in the lower pan.

5. Compare your results to the chart included below.

6. Select a finer ground coffee, if required.

NOTE: This chart is only valid with a starting coffee sample of 20 grams. 

STARTING COFFEE SAMPLE = 20 GRAMS

COFFEE COLLECTED IN PAN EXPECTED PERFORMANCE

18 G OR MORE GOOD

15 G TO 18 G AVERAGE

LESS THAN 15 G POOR 
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